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Abstract 
The mean porosity within a micro-unit should be properly calculated in discrete element simulation of gas-solid 
fluidization systems. This article presents a three-dimensional porosity model for fine grid calculation. All nine 
cases of particle-grid overlap are considered in the model. The three-dimensional porosity is analytically expressed, 
employing a series of volume formulas for pertinent curved top cylinders. The double integrals involved in the 
volume expressions are numerically calculated according to compound trapezoid formula. The adopted integral 
scheme and numerical method can be easily realized, which are suitable for complicated three-dimensional fine grid 
calculation. 
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1. Introduction 
The mean porosity within a micro-unit needs to be properly calculated in discrete element simulations [1-3] or 
Lagrangian-Eulerian simulations of gas-solid fluidization systems. In traditional discrete element simulation, those 
structures smaller than Eulerian grid are not properly resolved despite that particle trajectories are formally 
calculated individually. Some details of gas flow and particle motion history cannot be properly captured. Once van 
Wachem et al. [4] compared the simulated pressure fluctuations, porosity fluctuations, bed expansion and the visual 
representation of particle locations with experiment results. The major unconformity they found indicated that the 
unsolved structures within Eulerian grid did contribute much to the bubbling behaviors. 
Nowadays, more and more researchers tend to use fine grid in fluidization simulations [5]. As can be easily 
imagined, fine grid is advantageous in reducing the amount of non-physical smoothing for the estimated local 
quantities such as local porosity and local gas velocity. Wang et al. [6] suggested that the grid size of 2-4 particle 
diameters be sufficient to fully resolve the flow structures in fluidized beds for various types of particles. Moreover, 
the issue of computational limitation in discrete simulation mainly roots in large number of particles required rather 
than use of fine grid. Thus it is both necessary and possible to use fine grid in discrete element simulations.  
Although fine grid calculation has now become a mainstream trend, the theoretical system of fine grid simulation 
is far from perfect and less attention has been paid to the complexity of fine grid simulation. One of the complexity 
factors lies in the calculation of grid porosity, the simulation sensitivity to which is very high. The grid porosity is 
more often roughly estimated, especially in three-dimensional simulations[6]. Our recent research [7] has given a 
precise area fraction model for two-dimensional simulation of fluidized bed. However, So far there has not been a 
clear and specific three-dimensional porosity model. The present conference paper presents this kind of model for 
fine grid calculation. 
2. Three-dimensional porosity model  
2.1 Nine cases of particle-grid overlap 
    To construct a three-dimensional porosity model, the first challenge is to divide all the cases of particle-grid 
overlap. Let us take just a particle to be a sphere and a grid to be a cube. According to the number of the cube 
adages and faces intersected with the spherical surface, there are totally nine cases of sphere-cube overlap. Fig. 1 
gives the schematic of all these cases. As should be pointed out, although there are three faces and three ages 
intersected with the spherical surface for both case 6 and case 9, the cube vertex closest to the sphere center is inside 
and out of the sphere, respectively. 

Case 1               2                  3                   4                   5                   6                  7                  8                  9 
Fig.1 Nine cases of particle-grid overlap 
For Case 1, the solid volume fraction can be easily obtained by precisely calculated the volume fraction of the 
whole sphere. For Case 2, the solid volume fraction can be obtained by precisely calculated the volume fraction of 
the spherical segment. For Case 3 or 4, the solid volume can be obtained by precisely calculated the volume of the 
sphere minus the volume of two or three spherical segments, respectively. However, generally the solid volume is 
complicated and can not be precisely calculated for the rest five cases. 
Fig. 2 gives four intersected geometries, the last three of which can frequently be regarded as curved top cylinders. 
The first geometry is known to be a sphere segment. The second geometry is called semi-segment because it is just 
the bisection of a sphere segment. The third geometry is called quasi semi-segment. The last geometry is called 
quasi quarter-segment. 
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Fig.2 Definition of intersected geometries 
Consider the ways of volume calculation for all cases of particle-grid overlap. Although the counting processes 
vary from different cases of particle-grid overlap, the solid volume can be uniformly expressed as 
segmentquaterquasisegment(s)semiquasisegment(s)spheresolid   nmlk VVVVV                                                              (1) 
where k and n are equal to 0 or 1, l and m are equal to 0,1,2 or 3. For instance we can employ (1) with k =1, l=3, 
m=3 and n=0 to calculate Vsolid for case 6. As Vsphere and Vsegment can be easily and precisely calculated, in the 
following sections 2.2 and 2.3, we mainly consider Vquasi semi-segment and Vquasi quarter-segment.  
2.2 Volume of curved top cylinder 
The three-dimensional porosity is calculated as  
cube
solid1
V
V H                                                                                                                                                         (2) 
where Vsolid is calculated by summing the volume of each particle overlapped with the target grid. Suppose there be 
only one particle intersected with the grid. According to (1), Vsolid can be expressed by Vquasi semi-segment and Vquasi quarter-
segment. Therefore, the three-dimensional porosity model mainly investigates the intersected volume for Cases 5 and 9.    
Let A1 be the vertex closest to the sphere center. Since the volume fraction has the property of invariability to 
arbitrary rotation of the real graph, anyhow A1 can be displayed as the lower-left vertex in the corresponding 
geometric graph. Let in the geometric graph the coordinates of the lower-left vertex A1 and the sphere center O be (0, 
0, 0) and (X,Y,Z), respectively, and the radius of the sphere be R. The spherical equation is      
      2222 RZzYyXx                                                                                                                         (3) 
Fig. 3 gives the real graph and geometric graph for Case 5. That A1 can be displayed as the lower-left vertex is 
implied in the geometric graph. As single integral method for volume calculation is very complicated, here we adopt 
double integral method. For this case, there are two variations. For the first variation when Z≤0, any point (x,y) in 
the integral domain D satisfies (4) and (5). 
220 ZRXx dd                                                                                                                                          (4) 
YXxZRyXxZRY dd 222222 )()(                                                                                   (5) 
Define the integrand, i.e. the top surface function of the curved top cylinder, as 
         222),( XxYyRZyxz                                                                                                                 (6) 
Then   
  
 
dyyxzdxV
ZRX XxZRY
XxZRY³ ³   
22 222
2220
2 ,                                                                                                     (7) 
Sphere segment 
Semi-segment
Quasi semi-segment
Quasi quarter-segment
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(a) real graph                                                                              (b) geometric graph 
Fig. 3 Real graph and geometric graph for case 5 
For the second variation when Z>0, V2 can be expressed as the following form. 
VVV c segment2                                                                                                                                                   (8) 
where V′ can be calculated by the way similar to (7). 
 
(a) real graph                                                                              (b) geometric graph 
Fig. 4 Real graph and geometric graph for case 9 
Fig. 4 gives the real graph and geometric graph for Case 9. For this case, there are four variations. For the first 
variation when Z≤0 and Y≥0, any point (x,y) in the integral domain D satisfies (9) and (10). 
220 ZRXx dd                                                                                                                                           (9) 
   0222 dd yXxZRY                                                                                                                        (10) 
The integrand z(x,y) is similar to that given in (6). Thus  
       ³ ³  
22
2220
0
2 ,
ZRX
XxZRY
dyyxzdxV                                                                                                   (11) 
For the last three variations when Z≤0 and Y<0, Z>0 and Y≥0, as well as Z>0 and Y<0, V2 can be expressed as  
VVV c segment-semi quasi2                                                                                                                                     (12) 
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where V′ can be calculated by the way similar to (11).  
Although (7) and (11) can be transformed into repeated integral after polar coordinate transformation, there is no 
analytic expression for V2. That is to say, the primitive of the reduced single integral with complicated integrand 
cannot be explicitly expressed by elementary function. Therefore, the solid volume cannot be precisely calculated 
for Cases 5-9. In the following, numerical integration is used to obtain the approximate answer for the definite 
integral in (7) or (11), which cannot be solved analytically.   
2.3 Numerical integration  
We now approach the subject of numerical integration [8]. The goal is to approximate the definite integral of f(x,y) 
over an irregular two-dimensional interval by evaluating f(x,y) at a finite number of sample points.  
 
 (a) trapezoid formula                                                                (b) compound trapezoid formula 
Fig. 5 Schematic of trapezoidal rule 
Firstly consider the definite integral of f(x) over the interval [a,b]. Fig. 5 gives the schematic graph of trapezoidal 
rule for numerical method of single integration. The integral is just the area under the curve y=f(x) for a≤x≤b, i.e., 
³ ba dxxfA )(                                                                                                                                                    (13) 
In Fig. 5(a), A is approximated to just by computing the area of one trapezoid. In Fig. 5(b), each additional value of 
compound trapezoid formula is determined by trapezoid formula. Compared to trapezoid formula, the compound 
trapezoid formula using a series sample points except a and b has higher degree of precision, which can be 
observably noticed in the figure.  
Then consider the definite integral of f(x,y) over a regular rectangle as 
    dxdyyxfI
D
³³ ,                                                                                                                                             (14) 
where the integral interval is  
},|),{( dycbxayxD dddd                                                                                                                               
Since D is a direct product of two one-dimensional intervals, the double integral can be transformed into repeated 
integral as 
 ³ ³ dc ba dxyxfdyI ,                                                                                                                                         (15) 
According to the compound trapezoid formula of single integral,  
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where the intervals of x-axis and y-axis are divided into m and n equal parts, respectively, and  
 ),,1,0(,),,1,0( nj
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Consider at last the numerical method for the definite integral of f(x,y) over an irregular interval as  
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³ ³ xy xy ba dxyxfdyI 21 ,                                                                                                                                     (17) 
As can be seen, the double integral is over 
)}()(,|),{( 21 xyyxybxayxD dddd                                                                                                                  
which is not a regular rectangle. The numerical method for this condition is relatively unfamiliar to researchers. 
Here we define the new rectangle as 
)}(max)(min,|),{( 21 xyyxybxayxR dddd                                                                                                    
Furthermore, define the new integrand as 
®¯­ dd 
else
xyyxyifyxf
yxF ijijiji ,0
)()(),,(
),( 21                                                                                                (18) 
Then we have 
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According to (16), 
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where the intervals of x-axis and y-axis are divided into m and n equal parts, respectively, and 
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   To sum up, the three-dimensional porosity model comes down to (7) and (11), both of which can be numerically 
calculated employing (20). 
3. Conclusion 
A matched three-dimensional porosity model for fine grid DEM simulation of fluidized bed was proposed in this 
conference article. Totally nine cases of particle-grid overlap was outlined which was divided according to the 
number of the cube adages and faces intersected with the spherical surface. It was shown that the intersected solid 
volume came down to the volume of two kinds of special curved top cylinders called quasi semi-segment and quasi 
quarter-segment. The volume of either curved top cylinder was precisely expressed in a form of double definite 
integral. The double integrals involved in the volume expressions were numerically calculated according to 
compound trapezoid formula. It was indicated that one could directly calculated the intersected solid volume 
fraction for an arbitrarily particle just by use of a single mathematical formula, employing the double definite 
integral and the numerical format. Therefore, the proposed three-dimensional porosity model is suitable for 
complicated three-dimensional fine grid DEM simulation. 
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